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Alfred Klinkan died suddenly in 1994 – in 2020 he would have turned 70. He was an artistic 
loner, yet at the same time a forerunner of the ‘New Painting’ movement in Austria, which he 
subsequently contributed to vitally. In the early 1970s, he studied in Vienna at the Academy 
of Fine Arts under Josef Mikl and Wolfgang Hollegha, and thus settled for painting, something 
which seemed already anachronistic in an era of performance, concept and (incipient) media 
art. The Neue Galerie Graz devotes this large retrospective to Klinkan, whose productivity is 
reflected in more than 300 works, as well as taking as its themes his stopping points of 
Judenburg and Vienna, as well as Antwerp and Munich.

If the Neue Galerie Graz is today occupied with the work of Alfred Klinkan, then it not only 
references the oeuvre of a central position in painting in the 1970s and 1980s in Austria, but 
also its own history. At the beginning of the 1980s, Wilfried Skreiner defined an inner circle of 
young artists – Sigfried Anzinger, Hubert Schmalix, Alois Mosbacher, Josef Kern, Erwin Bohatsch 
and Alfred Klinkan – whose art he described as ‘New Painting’. The sensory-narrative, almost 
carefree painting experience of this generation was seen by the reception as the counterforce to 
conceptual art, which was felt to be hostile to the object and sustained exclusively by the idea 
of the artwork. 

Provocative texts and naive pictorial language
The almost psychedelic explosions in colour of the 1980s were already latently present in the 
1970s, but at the time Klinkan was occupied rather with experiments, which pooled painterly as 
well as conceptual thoughts. His interest in literature during this period was very intense. Toilet 
sayings, ad slogans, nursery rhymes, smutty jokes, corny puns of various kinds are integrated 
into his pictures and work titles. The ‘Vienna Group’ around H. C. Artmann, Konrad Bayer, 
Gerhard Rühm and Friedrich Achleitner were particularly important to him, as was Ernst Jandl, 
with whom he kept in touch. The provocative undertone of his early works, which stands in 
astonishing contrast to the apparent naivety of his pictorial language, is explained by the 
impression made on Klinkan by the dynamics surrounding the year of protest, 1968. Klinkan 
condensed in his work such directions in art as Viennese Actionism, the ‘Wirklichkeiten’ group or 
Pop Art in general into something anarchic and autonomous. His affinity to literature – he also 
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wrote poetry and short prose pieces – were an additional factor adding narrative content to his 
work. A child-like joke, which occasionally slipped into the obscene, ran through his work from 
the outset. The youngster from the Austrian provinces had a fittingly rebellious attitude, loving 
the local bands and the swaggering attitudes of youth. 

Klinkan’s Alter Ego
Memories of the fairy-tale world of childhood and his engagement with fables and myths 
highlight the diversity present in Klinkan’s cosmos from 1980 onwards, too, when he settled in 
Antwerp for a longer period. Adriaen Brower, the genre and peasant painter from the 17th 
century, became Klinkan’s alter ego. Klinkan saw Brower’s scenes of the rough, sensual and 
brutal life of peasants in the taverns and cellars as a special kind of sociotope. Alfred Klinkan 
engaged with all this in a highly varied manner, as with representatives of contemporary art in 
Antwerp (Jan Cox and Fred Bervoets). The gallery ‘De Zwarte Panter’ with its charismatic director 
Adriaan Raemdonck, became Klinkan’s home base in Antwerp. It was from this point on that the 
monumental, sensual, colour-intensive pictures were created that are so popular today. Besides 
the Austrian cultural scene, Klinkan must undoubtedly be assigned to that of Flanders and the 
Netherlands. 

Collaborations and early films
The exhibition Alfred Klinkan. Wasnichtallessorauskommt sets out to take as its theme both the 
various workshops of Klinkan, as well as to show to what extent the artist can be allocated to 
one or the other cultural region. More than 300 works document in this show this artist’s 
astonishingly high productivity. Well-known works made public at the time are as much 
represented as are very rarely – or indeed never – shown pieces. The loans come in part from 
institutional and private collections, as well as Austrian galleries and from the artist’s own 
estate. Moreover, we have succeeded in getting several works from Antwerp. Collaborations 
between Klinkan and Fred Bervoets, a neo-expressive Antwerp painter with links to the COBRA 
group, were numerous. One of the most attractive of these joint works stems from Bervoets’ 
collection, too. Klinkan’s power as a painter and Fred Bervoet’s dynamism result here in a highly 
expressive, almost brutal pictorial language. Klinkan becomes visible in this exhibition through 
the media of film and video, too. An early video from 1978, at the time produced by the Neue 
Galerie Graz, shows the artist as a performer in his own exhibition. The film Self-Presentation is 
a collaboration between Klinkan and the Film Academy in Vienna. Alexander Schukoff, today a 
successful film maker, was the director at the time while still a student of film. It is the declared 
goal of this exhibition to render the artist, who passed away so early, tangible to us. His art 
should be just as visible as his personality behind it should be discernible – that is what this 
project aims to achieve. 

Exhibition catalogue
The catalogue to the exhibition – distributed in the art edition Verlag Bibiliothek der Provinz and 
available in the Joanneum Quarter shop for 30 € - is very much an open book in terms of 
contents, unfolding a broad context that is useful perhaps for understanding Klinkan’s work. 
Friends also get a chance to have their say – Roman Scheidl, Turi Werkner, Drago Prelog, Fred 
Bervoets, Adriaan Raemdonck, Ernest van Buynder – and additional contexts are shown with 
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regards to contents. Thus, Ulrich Becker from the Universalmuseum Joanneum writes about 
Adriaen Brower’s work and its reception, while Wolfgang Schlag spans a broad spectrum of 
Austrian counter-culture, setting it in a pop culture context. This essay sheds light on Klinkan as 
an early recipient of Pop Art and its connections to the Austrian post-war avantgarde – specific 
poetry (Jandl, the Vienna Group), and Viennese Actionism, as well. In the catalogue, Alfred 
Klinkan has his say, extensively so, with his own texts. Poems and texts that refer to his own 
art, as well as private notes, are variously made accessible. In terms of graphics, this catalogue 
follows a screen print book that Klinkan produced in Antwerp in 1981 together with the screen 
printer Roger Vandaele – ‘Een Code voor Vriendschap’. 
Friendship is also an aspect that has accompanied this project. Klinkan had many friends. Many 
of them have actively supported this exhibition and book project.


